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... :·~· ., · .. t". i,;,,1~~,:S~lwd~~:t~'Ii~,;.;s: ... 
-- Pre:Si;3en~:;S Ofli~e ls See Ile of Protest 
· ~y Peter Ajemian .. 
and Marcie Gorman 
Silverstein bad staged an all 
day -sitin. objecting to Whalen!:; 
refusal to apologize for what he 
·. At the request of concerned th~ugbt · was a .misleading pres-
. students.President Whalen ·has . entation of-the 1976 - 77 budget to 
:· scheduled two meeetings for any the student~' last ~anuary and. 
: interested students.to be held on February. Stlverstem announced 
· Tuesday,April 27 in Texter 102 in the -Union Dinning Hall on 
from 3:30 to 5:30 and Wednes- Tuesday night that he planned to 
· day.April ~-from 4:15 to 6:00 in "seek an apology from Whalen"; 
Textor 101.· h~wever,if his attempt failed, he 
' Accor~ing to David Silver- would .sit _-in . ~h:tl~ns office 
' stein.students should congregate Wedn~sday unt_II sat1sf1e~. 
on the patio above Textor to Hts morning appointment 
organize their issues before was to no avail.so he __ proceeded 
- meeting with the President. to sitin the outer office aware of 
\ . How The Communication 
' Gap broke between the students 
an~ the office of the ~resident 
the possibility that Safty .might 
physically remove him. Through-
out the day ,students heard of the 
Job Hall happening· so that· by _ 
5:00,fellow students joined .him·· 
in support or because'of·curioi{-·' 
"ity. 
_ S~~aents Outside the Pre~ident~s-OU~c~ ,yesterday 
Last night over 60 students 
gathered in the Presidents office 
at,Ithaca College in response, to 
senior Dave Silverstein's one 
man sitin protest of President 
Whalen's previous handling of 
the budget. 
The climax of the p·eaceful 
demonstration occured; when the . 
President finally appeared to 
I coiit. page 9) 
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Faculty Sr8"P'!~i.Jl..m Set /or Saturday 
. . ·,~~ 
...... 
By MarkEngstrom York." 
Ed_ucation at Ithaca :College . - _The .State Education Depa-
is_ in the process of u~dergoing .a . rtment outlined the·· goals of 
substantial and somewhat cont- CBTE as, "the establishment of a 
-rove.rsial change.- The New York system 9f certification by which 
State :Government has i·equired the schools possess and maintain 
the College to institute-.a ·pro- demonstrated competence to en-
gram known as Competency. able children t<flearn." 
Based Teacher Education- {CB- ·,Since one third of all Ithaca 
TE) and an all-day symposium is. , College _graduates receive teach-
being held . this Saturday . to er certification, CBTE will have a 
explain the change to the faculty. major infh.1ence on the educati-
Coit Butler of the University onal process .here~ All students 
of Massachusetts will be the involved with teacher education 
featured speaker in the _Cross·- must . be· evaluated under a 
roads Saturday morning, .along system of State approved compe-
with Provost Frank Darrow and tencie·s. The academic interests 
-
, .... r ~··. _ .. ,:_ ~--; .... ~~·- •· .:.,,.;:,,:...,., ._; =..;~.:.:..\~ ~ ~:.;....;..:~.lr:.~_,~\=--.:..::,i·.;· :!, ~-
in a classroom situation. court Is "repelled" by the idea of dis!'ussion must ht> al,:~· to now, 
-- ... McBride's major complaint -eompetency based cducation,and without hl'ing <·on fined to a list of 
· ·is that. as1,1bject area as complex also the fact that the State-thinks competencfos. "Many important 
as history cannot be reduced to a i can be isolated. ·speaking of his things are not defineahll•: An 
list of competencies. He also own approach to . teaching he t·lPmcnt of the unpn•dit·lahle fs a 
objects to the idea that the said, "In Shakespeare one is t·t•ntral fact of tPaching." 
programs he.usesjn his courses never really sure what· will Roth Harcourt and McHride 
would have fo be approved by a happen in a class discussion. I' said that while they die! .not fet•I 
group of commissioners in Alb- hope to generate insights and c,;1rn,~ was approprial.t• for ihE>ir 
any, who are-. not professional modes of receiving as opposed lo particular fit•lds, tht•v rould Sl'l' 
historians. skills." tht• ht•nt•fit_ of it in proft•ssional Eh,u,s,;;ks A;; ·s; bj ect O I l"'"t. ,.,.,,. 81 
·Next Snow Lecture ~ Dean Ted Bake~. History..Pofes-_ of these students 'are so diverse 
sor -rom l,opgin will act' as the that a major proportion of the 
moderator... . . __ faculty will coine into contact Sh~rks have a_lways been an object of man:.. prog~ams with which to utali:w our new fo<'ilities." 
· "'.Butler:is expected to offer a . with at least a few of them, and curiosity with the mere mention of the · · After reading British sci~ntisl Cl' Snow's 
recommended format · for the will be expected to evaluate striking fear if! the minds of the swimmp~:, ctii along t·ssays on the _"twocuttures",Pa.sternack thought 
institutional developme~t:of _co-- them in t~rms- of _their compel- the nation's.coastal .waters. They Will also be 't},· that they would he an appropriate theme for the 
mpetei!ey baseq educiJ,tion.,.;. in ence. . _ suhjeci of the next CP Snow· Lecture_ which will lecture series.. T?(~ theme .. involves tht· gap 
gener~l. a -theoreticiii. exj,laina- CBTE requires that all ma- take· place on Wednesday~April 28 at 8:00p.m. in, hetween_thc scientific-and humanistic cultures.and 
tion of· CBTE; ·a.nd ·:various jor academic areas ·within the Sciirnce Hall room 202. · . · · PaStern~ck feels . an essential. ·purpose of tht· 
rrio_dels. of. inst~tut~~al dev·etop_---- College submit pr~gram propo- "Sha~J<s and-Man_;A Perspective," is the title of Lne !~·clur~s IS to hring the lwo groups closer tog<•ther. 
ment which he h~s'enc~tintered. · sals for the·State for approval. lecture to be g1ven.-by _ Perry, W.Gilbert,the. · The mvolvnnent in the pr,ogram is t:antastic."h1· 
His ~v_!;!i:-all message'will..b.e.J.hat Each departrrient _will. h_ave to · Director -0f. _the .. Mote Marine. Laboratory 'in·. says,"pr~>fessors fr?m ~ number of disciplines an• 
it-_'JS :·.rar '. ·e~ier . .-__ .to.:-~pproach establish a Jist of co1r1pet~ncies Sarasota,f.lorida ';md· a professor, ~f n~urobiology actually mvofv(•d. 1,he interest extends far heyond 
-Coinpeten~y-based education on . ·which they feel are r.elevant to a 'and ~ehavoir_at Cornell. Thetalf,is fi~e and open to th0se who are involved in the sciences." 
an. institutional lev,el as opposed teaching candidate in their field, the'public. . . ~ · · .. : . . · ·_': .Th~ original_ format for tht· series involvt•d 
toestablishi,igit on an·individual · ,along with a means_ ·for' tes~ing .The program will include films and discussions hrin~ing distin_guishcd scien~isls to campus to talk 
department basis.··.·. . students on these competencies. on th~ sharks sensory ,systerrf. and. the_ develope- a?d mtcracl Wit~ ~tu~c~ts. An early highlight in its 
- - _CQtnpetency, -based: -edu~-- . · Certain 11-reas of.the College, ment of_ shark rJip.ellents.- With regard to t-he h~~tory, _was. avisit to lhe campus ·by CP Snow 
tim(if~s _riot"follow-.the·traditi:: _s~ch as Speecb,P-athology, have sens9ry:.:_syste_m :-Froffessor. ~!lhret ·_·s.ays/'Sh0arks hii:i_i~clf,m h_onor_or ~h_e si;h~IJs 75th anniversary in 
. orial in~lhod~.oLevalµatirtg stud;":''.. alre~dy_ ~u~m~ed:.....progr:~ms to have .. no~orio1,1sly . smaW ·brains.but.. they . nave '966· Other noted w;i~ers mcluded such figures a~ 
_ ·.e:nt:s with airAiiB; or . .C-'grade:-'IL·:,t'1e·· St;ate_;:aq__d..Jiave · _t-hi~ year's . espeeially·keen noses.and the:11 may detect.an odor- . aSlron~t Seo~t Carpl!ntt:r, · · . · 
: .. if·_ Da5~ -._on·, -tbe."',:~umption · ' ·fr.~_shma~·--cJii5s· ,.wor)siiig;,, und_er ·say, blood_ or! fish oifas· far;al? · a qu.'arter of a .mile J\fl~r aclmg ~~ thll_ ·p_rograms Chier admini:str-
_ ·, ~t~~~t~~~rffe1,theJ.'.)!~mpe~nti~. ·-:-t~ein,.T)1_e,SchoolofHum.~nitf~s ·aw~y/' . : ..... , .. · ·' . _ ... :·· _ _- ·. ·_. __ at,J~-·-for .t~e first sevoral years,P:,tsterna~k 
-· a,.piq•,tlc~lar:Jield·of.stlldy._or they- _.-an_d· ,~c1ences ·must. -have- their . · _I~-a(;ld1ti~n to -h1_s own research on- the· noses · _gradual!Y. withdrew .. from that e~d of 1~.' As 11s 
-- .. are ::3~t.'-:-:,. · :. _. . __ -.. _·::__, · -~-~:. ,: : ,':· '._ · ; . :'pr<iposa!~ !~· by_ ~ext year, ·: -:- . _· · .and ,_~hroa:ts of stiar~~.P,.t~f~s~of · Gilbret; ·wi_ll ·atso .f~Po_l~rtty. hegan to grow ,severaf faculty,: members 
. _ -. . : .. _;t\ct~g As:ot:ia~e 'Diree~or of . · · ·~-. A_ .de~ee_ ·, of · skept1c1sm· -~ ~alk:_a_bout _t~e role the- fis,h, ptars·as al>e!teI~c~or of··:. ~01~~d-~og-eth~r to_ ~orm. th.~ CP Snow Com_mittee. 
Gradu~tEt.,Stud1esJacK Hamilton, . exists w1thmJI &·S over _th~use ma!l· Sp_ecif1cally, sharks us~d· for -food,leather .,,and· and with the -new. personnel .changes, ht·gan to 
w'10-is· in _cha@· ~f __ coordinat~f - ~f ~ompe~ency: b~ed _education._' 'as·experirnental anim~ls and bfomedic;al"resea~h. , occ~re. · _ . . . ~ , ·. the -~evelopJJ!~nt '.·of CBTE · at · Some professors feel that' the __ , - -_ Spf)nsored by the·· School. of Hum~ities· and · .. Pa5 l<:rnac~ hehevs· that one ·change which has 
. '. ·. ~th~c-~'Go,}J~g~/ drew'..an ~ana_logy_ ·, ~r_ogr:1m wo~l~ __ in~err~pt _. t~eir -:sci't~c.es;th!?- CP .Snow lect'~~ .h#e __ .heen- running pr~v~d highly successful for the format is . the 
·:-.,_be_t~~li_~J?mp~~~cy b~ed_ed~~--, te_~~hlll~_styl~s and 1nfrir~ge upon··. su~_ces!;ifullyol) t~e.It~aC!,l College C?,)Tlpus for- ~'(er ~~c?t1_0 ~ ~frarly the"!!es._The th~me. of th_is-ye:irs 
, . ,c:at1on. ana· .-.earmng: · a- .drivers · · _thell' academ~c {re,edom.. ten years. Chemistry professor:Bob sapasternack· is se~ies .1s .. the ocean. ,last years ·was · "physical 
. _ )ic~n:e~,jW,h~ri .:.y~ii \a_ke_ you~· - -;..-.:_-History~ ~ofe~s~_r Pa_ul_ Mt- ·~he founde~fthe.-progra_m an~ feels ~tis invahiable ~,;.cience~ ,arirl before that "time" was represent~d. 
. .. -~x:!r~_ng_ t~s_tyou ·are--not;·giv~n. Jl .:· . B!1de~,;-f!e_ls ~TE : co~ld · o_nly source of ~nr!chm_~nt Jor,t~e-com'O'lu111ty{ ~ · . .- _ . . -~hllosophy Professor Stephen Schwartz 1s the 
_., . , . .letfie,_~gradeJor-Jt;'-' he· s11.id, '.'you ... ~W!i~! his t~ach1~g P,erfor?,lan~, 0 _ •• P~ter.riack--· ~m.mente.d _ that -he . st~ted ·the . · cur_ren~. ch~rman ~f_ t~e- program.and is extremely 
-. . : . .ar~-'.:J~~g"e,~,-' .'~it~~(; q~a:lified ·.or· .. :. antf: ~et!_s:. ~.<:» · f~m _ relat1onsh1p ·lec}u·~ prog'ra~:in-J964;the :s~rne·j,ear. t_~e: science .. ~n_lb?s1~~tic ?ver-_ ·. its . development. "Thei:e is 
·' .. ~-=- -:~q~!~e~)~-&:i.fe·~f-~a_r./l'h~-. _ .. bet.wee~ ~--.Jiistort~,1-: kn~w._le~ge _ budthng· _-was. opened· on-~ t~e. ·'I}~~- ··~rn.p_us/!We . _-n~thmg else hke. 1t available _at the College,"he 
· ... ~--:. ·:Sl:!~~-·:a,Jlp~ach-. is:·; ~eil,lg·:t~lt · : and -t,be. sk_ill_ o.f:.:,tie!ng- able_ to---· st1adenly· found, our!l_elves in ·a..::beautiful .. new ~~mmenled. He _w~nt 9JI _to say that tho school is 
'-·.:~.··.':'·~~i~~;(i:aQti~~~~~tificati~n.in;l~.J!:)w/'. :Con!etsu!J,iJn~~.ledge·~.<>~Jler.s ··:.buil,d~iand-:feli compelled t.,Q_,,jea~h ·good. fortu_n~t~. to_,have such .!ipeakers,and. tha~ it, is an 
.:).·.:~.~'.~53i:'.~f,'<;\(t:Jj:./' ;,-:: -~·\':;_:·:_:_:::;'--~>-.;_._·;>:;,.::· <~r: < ·.: .. -. . ' '-~-. ' . ·. :, .. :-: . '··.(:~\~~~~'· ·.. -, ... oppor,tumty __ peop_l_e should not·miss; . . ! . _. ',· 
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Open Door Issues Statement 
Candidates-·Meet With 
Interested Students 
There i~ a latent political 
interest on thi~ campus, but it 
has been dormant because no one 
has 'attempted to bring . it out. 
Student representatives playing 
yes-men to the administration is 
a familiar problem at Ithaca 
College. There will be no change'· 
unless conflicting ideas are pre-
sented. Questions must· be· aski 
ed; there can be no room for 
acquiescence if change is to come 
about. 
Unfortunately, many stud-
ents .feel that it doesn't matter 
who h<>ld~ a student government 
office.· It.~ .¥5_&t,un~a : that these ·. · ,,.. ·~ 
positions·hav~·M·j)~wefr. This is ·· ,:,,: ij~ ·1 
!i°t true. Tb~ potential for power I~:~ I{~ ." 
By Marcie Gorman known to students. 
Only one party showed up 
At a small press conference for the Senior Class race which 
held in the Job room, students was The Good Times Party. 
running for the positions of Howard Bloom, Linda Levine, 
Student Activities Board, Senior and Larry Holland are running 
. Class and Student Tru·stees for the offices of president, vice 
presented their position on mat- president and treasurer respec-
ters that they will deal with next tively. The name of their party 
year. seems to be their stand. They 
Unfortunately, not all part- want to get the senior class 
ies and candidates were present involved with each other by 
t9 voice their views. Jim Ohm, providing "Good Times". They 
who is the only person running intend to work together as a unit 
for the S.A.B. Chairperson, although any would be able to 
explained the, input he intends to work with whoever won the 
--provide for students concerning election. Their qualifications lie 
activities sponsored by his com- in their past experiences with 
mittee. Although Jim is running organizing other "fun" activities 
unopposed, he wants to hear on campus. 
from students and make himself (cont. page 8] . 1s there but 1t must be pqt to use. ~:.: l·::,;:.&J.:., ·. 
The students on this campus. were 
upset 'about the budget and 
- wanted to do something. Where 
was the voice of the student 
body? Was there a voice? ·The 
~tudents needed a mouthpiece 
b.ut found only silence. Informa-
The Open Door Party· Are you unhappy 
with the· 
per"formance of 
the Bureau 
of Concerts? 
tion was needed but it came far 
too late. At the budget communi-
ty council meeting, concerned . 
students were let down by 
contemporaries who were unwil-
ling to yield the floor to them. 
Contemooraries who sided with 
[cont. page 9) 
New Deal Platform Drawn 
What is the Executive Board 
of Student Government? It is a 
team of 5 people whose major 
concern is the Student Body that 
elected them. Our party the New 
Deal believes that.the Executive 
Board should· represent all the 
students; from Freshmen to 
Seniors and Sororities ·and Frat-
ernities to the Senior Physical 
Therapy majors- in Bronx: We· 
believe that the New Deal does 
just that. 
:. The Executive Board should · 
also be awai:e of exactly what 
each of their positions mean and . 
how they ean be used for the 
betterment of the Stodent Body. · 
The New Deal has been. involved 
enough in the past and present to 
. realize what their positions repr-
esent. Three of our major 
concerns are academics, tuition, 
and communication. The New 
Deal will work to better our 
academics. We pay enough mon-
-- ey to go here---let's get our 
moneys worth in academics. Our 
previous experience through in-
volvement enable us to see issues 
at their start rather than only 
after they come to a head. The 
New DeaL will check and meet 
with the financial administrators 
before the issue is on us and. 
gone!!e m~~!ai~~~! t~rty 
increase is decide,upon.·We will 
start working onthe problem in . 
the beginning. The New Deal 
will . also make sure that our 
whole community (on campus, off 
campus; aboard, and in the 
Bronx) is kept aware of what is 
going on in all areas of the 
college. Elect a party that will 
make sure that the Executive 
Board, Chairman of Congress, 
Congress itself, and the admini-
[cont. page 9] 
JUNIORS 
Make the MOST 
of. your Senior Y e-a-r. 
... VO.TE: Apiil 27th for 
Senior Class Off ice rs 
'''THE GOOD 
TIMES-PARTY'51 
HowardBloom • President 
Linda Levine • Vice Pr~siden t 
: L8ffyH.olland • Treasurer 
- . 
Let Your LASl Y e,r be 
.. ·.: GOODTIMES.ONLY! 
• I ,: • ' " ' 
; ': 
,._)'. 
Do you think 
you can improve the 
Bureau of Concerts? 
Photos by: Richard Morse 
Applications are still avail-able in 
the Office of Campus Activities 
for Chairman position on til 
Tue~day April 27th 
• NOMINATIONS * 
HAUE BEEN REOPENED! 
for~ 
S0Ae80Cha~Person~Treasurer 
Executive Secretary 
the Senior Class Treasurer and 
Student Justices on -
the Campus Judicial BoaroJ 
, I ' , , ' ' ' ,• , )1~) 
. nominations close forever and ever 
. \ 
this Friday. APril 2311 at 5 Pfflo 
nominations should be submitte~ 
. in writine to 
Stud~nt Government Office~ 
3rd floor f&bert Union 
' I ' '°' 
,, ..,, >' - I • • •• C :,.. • •' k ll I,_ \~ J< .... •._ , ,: ~, I 
·r. 
··~ 
,·. 
I 
1'e itht&~IJl}~ril:~d~~!~ ~~ l>·,• . ' . · ' ' 
Strong Leadership ... 
A refreshing change blew mto the Ithaca 
College ~mpus· this week. For 'the fil'st time in 
many a year students have refused to accept no for 
and answer and demanded satisfaction from the 
administration. Student pressure has meetings on 
Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons next week. 
If followups to the event in Job Hall yesterday 
are to be successful, it will be necessary for the 
students to organize under strong and effective 
leadership. An opportunity to do this will present 
itself in Tuesday's election. For the first time in 
two years students have an opportunity to choose 
between two distinct alternatives.$ 
The Executive Board of student Government 
has the potential to be an effective funnel for 
student activism, but only if students are willing to 
take an interest. You owe it to yourselves to find 
out all you can about the candidates running. Call, 
them up, confront them with the issues important· 
to you, and listen to their answers. It is important 
for all students to take an active role in Tuesday's 
~ction and select the candidates you feel qualified 
to lead you. 
... A Lack of Concern 
Student body president Richard Otis admitted 
to Student Congress Tuesday night that this year's 
student body elections have been mishandled. 
Coming from one of the key people running the 
election, there is little left to contend on that point, 
except to note the irony that -pparently no one 
learned from mistakes made in the running of last 
year's election. Or the year before that, or the year 
before that .... 
There is a touch of irony in l! very serious 
aspect of this year's election. 
The administration is claiming they are an 
open one. The students are asking for more 
cooperation and better relations between the 
administration and the student body. 
It is disturbing then, that no one, not the 
candidates for next year's position of Vice 
President of Communications, nor this yea:-'s V .P. 
of Communications, nor any member of this year's 
Executive Board, no one thought to invite 
administrators or faculty to Tuesday's open 'meet 
the candidates' meeting in the Crossroads. 
And administrators, except for Vice President 
of Student / Campus Affairs Gus Perialas who 
showed up briefly, did not turn out to meet the 
students they will have to be dealing with in some 
sort of official capacity next year. 
On the other hand, students rarely_ if ever 
attend Community Council, Faculty meetings, staff 
meetings, or any of the x number of committee 
meetings, all involved in the entire operations 
of .Ithaca College. 
If this is a community, (defined by Randon 
House as "a social group sharing common interests 
or characteristic·s and perceived or percei•ring 
itself as distinct in some respect from the larger 
rommunity in which it exists"), it is one of factions 
working largely in ignorance of what one another is 
doing. 
Instead of the regular election rhetoric 
spouted so freely at this time each year, we feel it is 
time -no, long past time- for a coming together ... of 
Ithaca College community members, as individual, 
mature, free-thinking people .. .in an atmosphere of 
mutual respect instead of fear, intimidation or 
ignorance. 
Which also makes it long past time that 
someone, or all parties involved, took the effort to 
make this happen ... during student body elections 
would have been ideal, hut it is hoped there are still 
somt• people here who are interested enough to 
help make this happen in other ways ... soon. 
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Human Rights in Zimbabwe 
Bv Tarik ( Robert C. Johnson jr., CDS· IN{ 1UCTOR[ 
The land in southern Africa, currently refered 
to as Rhodesia; has been known· to Africans for These blatantly racist policies of Rhodesia 
centuries as Zimbabwe.. This land, situated . have not escaped criticism by the world commun-
directly to the north of the Republic of South Africa ity. Even before Rhodesia proclaimed its indepen-
(known to . Africans as Azania), derived its dence from Great Britain on November 11.- 1965, 
European name from the British financier' and the United· Nations General Assembly passed the 
segregationist, Cecil Rhodes who dreamed of · .dECLARATION ·o~ THE Granting of lndepend-
controling the entire African continent from the ence · to , Colonial Countries and. Peoples(1960), 
Cape of Good Hope to Cairo, Egypt. In order to which asserted that colonial domination was 
effect his policy of imperialist conquest of Africa, contrary to the United· NatiQ~S Charter and a 
Rhodes through his British South Africa Companr violation:o.f ~uman, rights •. Alth_ough ~h~s, doc~ment . 
engaged. in · systematic campaigns to· "pacify". ,di(! . n,o. r~f~r'. fipecific~y tp .~odesui:. ij;s: J>ro!14 . , 
(subject by force) the Mashona and Matabele. l_anguage, neverthele:;s, enc~mp~sed ;the ~lomal. 
people of southern Africa. situation .in 'Rhodesia. However, .on, October, 12, 
In 1890 Cecil Rhodes and his explorers 1965, the General Assembly . adopted another 
established the fort of Salisbury which later resolution which was . aimei( specifically at 
became the capital of the British colony of Rhodesia. The resolution called upon all states to 
Rhodesia. The Matabele and Mashona peQple of "refrain from rendering any assistance whatsoever 
the region did not passively submit to the to the minority regime in SoutheJ'.Il Rhodesia," but 
subjugation of their home, but fought brilliantly encouraged states to "render moral and material 
under the leadership of King Lobengula, but were help to the people of Zimbabwe in their struggle for 
eventually defeated in 1893 by superior British freedom and independence." 
forces. A year later, the British Government 
officially sanctioned the new settlement. · Resolution Passed From the very beginning thsi European 
presence in southern Africa, has meant the 
oppression of the African majority by a ruling This international criticism of racism in 
clique that extole the enslavement and exploitation southern Africa e1calated considerably after the 
of approximately 5,000,000 Africans by 250,000. Rhodesian Declaration of Independence. For 
Europeans. Rhodesia, like the Republic of South example, the Security Council of the United 
Africa, adheres to a policy of overt racism N:ations passed Resolution 216(1965) on November 
(apartheid), premised upon the concept of Aryan 12, 1965 which condemned the Rhodesian declara-
racial superiority and the need to continually tion of·independence and urged all states not to 
subjugate the African majority for economic gain. recognize·it. Resolution 217 (1965) of November 20, 
Consequently, pursuant to the Land Apportion· 1965. calfed upon all states to break economic ties 
ment Act of 1930 and the Land Tenure Act of 1970, with Rhodesia and authorized an embargo on oil 
Blacks in Rhodesia are forced to live on segregated and petroleum products leaving the country. 
reservations, while the white minority enjoy Within a week after tbe November 20, resolution, 
ownership rights to the most fertile land of the the list· of prohibited goods . was expanded to 
country. The 26,000 Asians and "colored" include: asbestos, chromium, coffee, iron, and 
individuals are likewise excluded from white steel. Resolution 232 (1966), however, imposed the 
resitlential areas by the Residential Property_ broadest sanctions upon Rhodesia. The resolution 
Owners (Protectiont Bill of 1970. . _ called upon all · members· to . "prevent" the 
In addition, Africans are force;1 to carry the importation of all Rhodesian .goods . into .. their 
Kipande (passbooks), a regulatory device for territories, and to prevent any activity by their 
controling the movement and employemtri of nationals that would aid the transfer of Rhodesian 
African workers. Failure to present the. passbQOk goods or imports(including arms and ammunitions). 
to a policeman upon demand can result in A ·subsequent resolution of the Security Council, 
incarceration for an unlimited period without the passed in May, 1968, extended the list of prohibited 
benefit of trial. Although the people of Zimbabwe . goods to include "investment funds". 
outnumber the European settlers by twenty-one to The effects of these resolutions upon the 
one, three firths of the country's farmland is Rhodesian economy have been minimal. This is not 
r~stricted for European use. Africans are to say, however, that they have no value. 
restricted to "Trust Lands", that are situated 4,000 Politically, they unequivocably condemn the racist 
feet above sea-level and therefore ill-suited for and imperialist policies of Rhodesia as violations of 
agricultural productivity. Moreover, with a internaional law. Furthermore, their mandatory 
population density of 40 per square mile, compared sanctions constitute important precedents for 
to half of this for Europeans, very little land is future actions in the region, particularly against 
available for cultivation the citadel of racism: the Republic of South Africa, 
Through ·a political system that is based upon where approximately three hundred American 
economic priviledge, Africans ·are prevented from companies have .investments, and African people 
participating in ·the political process. Despite the live under e'ven more oppressive conditions. 
African majority in the - country, only 7,000 Finally, and perhaps more important, the resolu~ 
Africans were qualified to vote in 1971, compared tions give added hope and determination to the 
,to 81,000 Europeans. In order to qualify to vote, an thousands of Zimbabwean refugees . scatterd 
indi,vidual must possess a certain income, have at around the world. For._them, the struggle to regain 
lt'ast four years of secondary education, or own their homelari~ is an unremitting one. The major 
property valued at a minimum of $3,600 Rhodesian African underground movements, the Zimbabwe 
dollars. This travesty of justice1 which effectiv~ly. African People's Union and the Zimbabwe African 
t>xcludes the majority from participation in the · National Union, have undoubtly gained impetus 
political process, reflects the segregationist nature from the recent popular·. victories in Angola 
of the regime. Those people who qualify to vote for Mozambique and Guinea Bissau. The struggle of 
the most part are beneficiaries of the country'.s the Zimbabwean people against the last vestiges of 
segregationist school - policies'. For example, colonialism and racism in _Africa, ·represent to all 
<·du cation for Europeans is compulsory fro?1 the . people's of the world an undying dev:1?.tion to human 
age of 15; Africans, on the other hand, receive an liberty and. fundamentaJ. .rig}Jt. to. live ·fre.e. from 
.<•ducation primarily through mission schools that poiitical and ~nornic exploitatio: · · · 
· are subsidized in part by .government funds: · · · · ·· · 
11l$UUCEI]§ 
Nomina fions Reopened. in Electi.on 
To the Editors; running for these offices. \\iho would represent -them in the 
Tuesday night, student elec- I have ,been involved·in two year to come. . 
ti-On nominations for un9pposed · student elec~ions during rny fol:Jr This year I have heard many 
positions were re-opened until' year stay· at Ithaca College and·· complaints and criticisms from 
Friday the 23rd (that is tomor- have been thoroughly disgusted students,about S,A;B. and it's off 
Art Director row) by an act of congress. I at s~uden~ apathy_.i~· ge~er~ and shoot, ,the.Co1.1cert Commission. l . 
Bob non initiated this action for t)]e · ~ealmg w1!h these,elect1ons. For· prop_ose' that ·if. students·. · are 
. THE ITHACAN IS PUBLISHED WEEKLY OU RING OPINION OF THE EDITORIAL POARD AND NOT rationale that I do not approve of examp1e, 1f my, memory serves .authentically . concerned 'about . 
THE SCHOOL 'YEAR EXCEPT THE WEEKS NEctSSARILY THOSE OF THE ST.UDENT BOOY. d l t' d f th '}l ] t b ' t,' f MAA • 
BEFORE vAcAT10Ns AND FINALS WEEK. oR oF 1THACA coLLEGE. suBscR1Pi-10N, s,o, u_nopposse e ec ions an or· e-_ . me we , as year a ou ou, "':"n S.A.B.;they 'shouf~ get ,invoJv~. 
OFFICES ARE IN BASEMENT DORM SIX, YEARLY s, PER SEMESTER. SECO_ND CLASS simple fact tJ}at several students percent of the stud~nt population: in . the decision making· process 
LANDON HALl ON THE IC CAMPUS PHON.E POSTAGE HAS BEEN' PAID AT ITHACA, NEW indicated to me an interest in. c:tme out to,vote !Qr the peRnle .,_ .. .1 nt .pnge.8), , . ;_, ·.: .. ~,;-,, . _ ~ 
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, . · Ithacan policy · prohibits the · printing of 
unsigned letterR. . Should an issue . waJTant the 
withhol,ding of the author's name, the -author must 
considt with the Ithacan editors BEFORE the 
requested publica(ion date. This week we received .. 
numerous unsigned letters regarding the year- · 
book. If the writers of these letters come fonvard 
we will attempt to print them in our next issue. 
- Response to Rape Article 
Editor, The Ithacan, women. ,,_ 
An article in Jast week's 2)Women are afraid of rape .. 
Ithacan about rape of ,itn Ithaca Most women grow up witli a 
College student contained some_ vague, unspoken fear of "strange 
serious mis.conceptions about the men"' which soon translates 
nature of rape. In reply I would itself into a conscious, very real. 
like to make the following points: fear of rape. This fear functions, 
l(Women do not prov~b as poet/feminist Susan Griffin 
rape. According t,o ·the Federal has declared, ·as a "form of mass 
Coin mission on ·Crimes ·df Viol-. terrorism'! whi~ serves to repr- · 
ence; . only· ' 41/z . of'' all'. 'tapes ·ess . and inhibit' the beha'lior of 
"involve any precipitativi{beha2· wbmen. Whatever our underst-
vior by the woman"'. · Further- anding of the origins aq~ funct-
more, many rapes are planned, ions of rape in this society, one of 
that is, they are premeditated its severest consequences . is 
and executed upon an 'unaware certainly that of the social 
and, obviously, unwilling victim. control of women. 
If some women sometimes dress 3) Women need to learn to 
and act in a manner concidered defend themselves against rape. 
enticing or provocative, it must The ideology of male supremacy 
be remembered that contempor- requires women to be submis-
ary American society requires its sive, helpless and unable to 
womep to be sex objects. If some defend themselves. Women are 
women sometimes make them- trained to let themselves be 
selves available for rape by, ~.g. victimized or to turn to male 
walking alone at night, it should saviors for protection against 
by remembered that wo~en other men and redress. One vital 
· must have _J;he same privileges aspect. of women's struggle for 
that men do. On the other hand, -autonomy is the discovery and 
since rape and attempted rape use of our own physical and 
are so prevalent today, I think mental resources, particuarly in 
it is unwise for women to take threatening situations. Soem of 
unn~cessary risks in the face of the suggestions contained in last 
such threats to their physical and week's article seemed, in fact, 
mental well-being, in fact their useful, in fending off an attacker. 
very lives. In this sense only I Considereing the tone of the 
agree with· the author of last article, however, this list of. 
week's article that, (unti.l _rape is suggestions can only have been 
a social crime is eradicated)! an inadvertent critique of the 
women need to be careful about ideology which has kept women 
such things as.hitch-hiking alone passive. In fact the underlying 
or accepting rides from unknown belief of the,_article seemed to. me 
men - although, and this is to be that women become violent 
pertinent.many rapes are exec- in order to prev~nt it. . . 
uted by nien · who know their · 4) ·Rape is not the perverse 
victims. Women who assert their sick act of deranged men. Most 
right to'be free by endangering studies of rape have concluded 
themselves ate forgetting that that rapists are in fact fairly 
women's independence can only normal individuals. In patriarchy 
be secured by a collective . heterosexual sex takes the form 
struggle against sexism, which of male aggressiveness and fe-
will guarantee the safety and male passivity. Therefore, as 
secure the independence of all {cont:'page 11] 
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"We Welco,ne.Y®rlncluay"-
Concern 
/ 
Over 
' Education 
To The Editors: 
I would like to thank Julia 
Stromsted for her very import-
' ant letter in last week's Ithacan. 
Yes, Julia, in spite of many 
students' feeling that Ithaca 
College is an inferior academic 
enviorment, I.C. has much more 
to offer as an academic institu-
tion tlian swimming pools-, tennis 
courts, and happy hour. I have 
found this to be particularly true 
of the social science departments 
in the school of Humanities and 
, Sciences. These .are the depart-
ments, you may recall, that are 
ridiculed by many who mysteri-
o.usly seem to find only the "gut" 
courses, and · then decide · to 
transfer to a name school (which 
supposedly has no "guts"). I am 
glad you have a positive outlook 
Julia, for we can all recieve an 
excellent education at ,Ithaca 
College. 
On second thought, maybe 
the quality of our education is 
declining. It is sad and frustrat-
ing that an institution which 
already has a serious academic 
inferiofity ·complex has an adm-
inistration that wants to limit our 
opportunities even more. 
I urge all concerned to bring 
this parado:,c to President Wha-
len's attention wh_en he holds the 
open meeting which he promis-
sed. I hope that the President 
. will address this and other 
concerns about the budget and 
our education in a manner more 
open and honest than he addres-
sed· the students· in Job Hall last 
night. 
Tom Rawson 
Politics '77 
-, 
Appreciation for 
RaP,~ Warning Voi~~d 
To the Editor; 
I was very impressed with. 
the article on rape which appear-
ed in the last issue of the Ithacan. 
Jon Choate accurately stressed 
the dangers of hitch-hiking an 
dthe need.for-students to realize 
this. Unfortunately he~neglected 
to mention another area where 
caution must be taken. I am 
referring to the many "ride 
wanted" and "ride offered" signs 
which appear all over campus. 
Not too long ago a dear 
friend of mine accepted a ride 
from a· young man she did not 
know. He had advertized at the 
college she attended, and "seem-
ed alright" on the phone when 
she called. But she didn't know 
him. Nor did any of her frie,nds. 
A police car found her wandering 
along a road on the night of the 
day she and her ride left. She had 
been raped and heated -- but she 
lived. Other victims are not that 
lucky. ' 
All it takes is a little 
common sense. If you must 
accept a ride from someone you 
do not know - arrange a meeting 
before hand. Get his (or her) 
name and address and give the 
. information to your roommate, 
or a friend. Talk with the person 
for a few minutes to gain ,\ Sf'nse 
of his personality. If he seems 
mysterious or frightening in any 
way- or if he says or does 
"SOmething that strikes you as 
being odd, then turn down the 
ride! You may feel like a fool, but 
bear in mind that unless you care 
to make something up, you owe 
him no explanation ... but you owe 
a lot to yourself. 
I am sure the editors under-
stand that because of my person-
al involvement with this subject, 
I choose 'to remain anonymous. 
Thank You. 
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PRESIDENT'$ MEN" 
By Jay Bobbin 
' . 
Car:1 Bernstein was about to be fired from The 
Washington Post. Bob Woodward was a novice 
reporter with only nine months' experience. Their 
careers were built by. an event which would 
proceed to demolish other careers, including that of 
the men who held the top job in the United States 
-the Presidency. The investigation of the 
Watergate affair by these two men led tbem to 
collaborate on their bestseller, All The President's 
Men, which has been brought to the .screen in a 
transfer-that is nothing short of stunning. -
Robert Redford is Woodward; Dustin Hoffman 
is Bernstein; both are excellent. Much credit 
should go to screenwriter William Goldman for 
bringing the roles of the two reporters into the film 
_, without overdoing iL.and the same credit. is 
directed at the two stars. We come to know them 
- only through their intensive, painstaking research 
in the Water~ate !'.!latter, but we do·come to know, 
like and ·respect them. They prove that.heroism 
doesn't come easy. 
All The President's Men is indeed a detective 
story. You can play right along with Redford and 
Hoffman as they start making connections between 
the participants in the scandal. (Example: A 
bewildered Redford exclaims, "Stans? .1 You- mean 
Maurice Stans?") If you have even the slightest 
knowledge of Watergate, you'll be totally drawn · 
into the mystery. If you don't, the film can serve as 
an entertaining (and incredibly accurate) primer of 
the situation. 
The' atmosphere of the Washington Post 
offices is well recreated, especially by the three 
actors who portray the "Woodstein" team's'bos~s. 
Jack Warden, Martin Balsam and Jason Robards 
are all tough and compelling as the paper's senior 
editors, who hav~ to wor.ry about the Post's loss oI 
credibility if Woodward and Bernstein's then-wild 
.hunches prove false. 
Every other performer in All The President's 
Men is perfectly suited to his or her role, from Hal 
Holbrook as "Deep Throat", Woodward's infor-
mant, to Jane Alexander as a'bookkeeper. who 
helps the reporters in obtaining evJdence to convict 
tho.guilty, _ . 
The overall production is superb. The lj_gljting 
in the garage rendezvous between Woodward and -
"Deep Throat" is suspensefully eerie, the frustra--
ted efforts of the reporters are at once maddening 
and amusing, and the Washington settings are 
beautiful. )avid Shire's music is scarce 1:mt quietly 
effective when ·used, which is usualfy while' the two 
heroes are racing around Washington in search ~f 
more leads. the documentary-like direction by 
Alan J. Pakula (who involved himself with p_olitics 
in The Parallax View two years ago) and 
cinematography by Gordon Willis work perfectly., 
Don't let that word "documentary" turn you 
off ... taken from any angle, All Thri>resident's Men 
is an outstanding achievement. -
For whatever reason you want to see this film 
-lovt• of Redford, interest in the background of 
Watergate. or enjoyment of fine motion pictures -
you will not be disappointed. (The_ very last scene 
is a classic examplt• of on-screen counterpoint and 
irony, by the way.) AU The President's Men, the 
current attraction at the Ithaca Theatre, is a 
phenomenal movie. I wonder if a certain former 
rt•sident of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue in Washing-
ton will schedule a private screenin_g ... 
. : . . . ''-\ .· . ' ",, ' ' .· .. ·:i·.~·· ,- ·: ·,-·,:'"_• -·,:-·, ... / . '' ... ' 
.. St(ldent$ Try'T~~:Harradi;~p~rire,eni~J .. ,... · 
Prison Co~victB R~n ~h •. 1.~fle~tt~l'~'. 
By Jay Bobbin game.you've ever ~een.: The-~ovi~·mide Jot's·or· 
money, tqatiks.to blo~thir.~ty audienc,es, arid the 
Isn't ~ollege life fun? Well; do you. think it,. Ben-Gay Corporation made lots of-,mo~ey; thanks 
would be more fun if males ·and females were living to ·the injuri«is the actors s_tistaine2.· Tbe guys will ' 
together? . It happens in 'The: Harrad _Experiment; root for this flick ... whil~ the girls bite -th.cir i.!)wer . 
adapted from the ~obert' Ri.mmer novel. James lip a11d cove~ their eyes. You'H· be able·_to· get xour· 
Whitmore and Tippi Hedren star. as the research· share of football-oriented movies this-slimmer what 
ers who conduct the "experiment" ... and from what with ·Two-Minute · Warning; and: ..Bla~ · Sunday 
I've heard, there are so.me very interesting res!!~ts .. approac_hing release •.. but -they- can't possibly,_ ~e 
Now, if'you've heard about last year's (actu;illy, anything Jike. The Lo!lgest Yard. To. sum· thts -
1.974's) SWAP program _in I.C.'s Lan.don Hall, Ithaflick u.p, 11U I can ·sayJs: .O·U·C·H!I!. · 
which is somewhat similar to .the plot of this 'film, 
you just-might warit to see it. On 'the other hand, if 
· you lived in Landon during "SWAP", y~u ju~t THY, WcE~NJ,fS.GUI_DE: : - ,· .. 
might want to head for the hills... . ·, - -.':Tbe~d~llm,,ent, Thu!s. at 9:30 pm, FrJ. at 
In the middle is the football. On one side are · 7:30 and•lO:OQ;· 75. ~nts~ . . ~ 
the convicts; on the other are the prison guards~. ~e. Longest Yard, ~at_. and Sun. at 7:30. and 10:00 
When the starting w~tle blows.~ the he~dtare_y~; one d~_ar; .: · ·· 
gona:ia roll. It's 'f1!e Longest Yard, featur1!1~ two . ,.. . , _ , _ _ . . 
interesting sights;' Burt Reynolds brutal1zmg .a N._E~T WJ,!]EK_s CO~G.ATTRACTI()_NS: . 
gorgeous gal in the first few minutes, and the most Thurs .. and Fri.: Jack Nicholson .and an openi~g 
savage football game ever r~corded on fi!m· If des~rt:sc!ne guaran.ted to_parch your t_~roat m 
f'!rutality is your. bag, The ~ongest Yard 1s your Antontom f! The Pa~~og~r. . . 
movie. Eddie.Albert portrays_-the. si~ntly evil Sat .. and S~l!·=. '.l'lns:ones _gonna be wel!'d: _man 
warden of the prison in which criminal REynolds comes to gnps ~th himself m the film adaptation of __ , 
leads his football-playil!g cronies into the wildeflt Herman Hesse s SteppenwoU. . 
WICB·TU 
Ch8onel6&-Charinen3·· 
t ! ., 
.-'·· 
TBE'FINAL WEEK 
Schedule: We._ek-April 27, 28 29 
- ,,,.. . - ~ . 
7:45 NEWS SCENE News from around the.world, 
around the country, and- _around your home, is -
brought to you: Tue~day, W~dnesday ;µid 
Thursday evenitjgs. News 'Scene is produced right -
here at Ithaca Colleg~.~ 
8:00 _ FOOD .GLORIOUS FOOD Chef Gary 
Bettman closes .the series. with the assistant to 
President Whalen of J.C., Walt Borten .. -Walt. ~d·~ Su.nday, April 25, 1976 
· · _ _ Gary cook up an Italian lunch in spring. This show ·· 
Cfianne113 ! ; • ! .~ ' ., is very·deliciouflo watch! I j ;, ' ' 
7:00 NEWS SCENE 
/ 
7:30 VICTORY AT SEA .. 
~• l •• j, • • I' , .' ·-· 
8:00 FREEZE FRAME Student films are shown. 
8:30- ITHACA TIMEPIECE. Howard Dillingl);m 
discusses th~ history of Ithaca College. -
. -
9:00 HAPPENING WORLD The Cornell Waiter~ 
9:30 FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD Ithaca Mayor Ed 
Con_ley prepares Spaghetti-a-la-Conley. 
I0:00 -NEWS SCENE 
~8;30 . . ~~G ·woiltQ -=°--Proi:\uce; -N~ci':' 
Borouchoff says that ,it you're.-hip. this 'sho.w'. is for 
yout' T}ii~/ sJi,~w,-. in~l1;1~~§> ' .. 5?~~ · C?f·, ;\h~ ; .. fm'..e.~t,. 
entettaimnerif' Iii tthaca:. Tliis_ is. just another . .:-of 
' s'ome fine programming pr~duced au.p~ --· 
-- - -
9:00 THKNOTBING SPECIAL -Jame~ Johnston 
of I.C. put this hilarious video prod~ct together. · 
Clips of some familiar shows -from both ·network. 
television as well as WICB producti9}!s are· 
featured. -
April 29 . 9:00 THE ALPHA -~Sil.ON RHO 
AW ARDS_ Special live presentation of the Nationl!-1 
Broadcast Societies awards to School of Commun-
ication students: -The: program_ -wiff be b~dcast ' 
direct from Studio I in the Dillingham 9enter; 
- . • I . 
10:15 ALL KI~DS OF PEOPLE Peter Stortt and 9:30 .FREEZE FRAME --Skip L~nden is host to. 
Dave Wallace discuss the programs of the G.I.A.C. some I.O~ filmmakers: "Highlights of some._of t~e -
- F . -h · C.:., productions whicli have been madethis yeat at I.C. -
10:30 BEHIND -THE SCENES Rii!k r1s ~an,,- .. ar~ show~·: ~ _--: -~ · 7 · · · -:. . - , ·_. : 
assistant director and stage manager for: _ You - ·,., 
Can't Take It With You:·. talks about the show. , 10:00 NEWS.SCENE 
_...,. 
-The.·stables llln 
. ->~-. .: f;-/ .puii;fi,Ai.~'-MENU: 1 ~:: U590rydenRd. · -273 9725 
tl].ursday •. 
dmner special 
this friday & _ 
saturday.night 
TOP SIRLOIN. ST.EAK 
n iih-·ii,,,t·d ,a lad and garlir · lrn·at1$S 35 
only __ • 
DAN~SIMMON' 
Light Folk Guitar 
· · · ·:-. · .. Aii .dinners, anGlli piz~a; ~·,c.· 
.. : ·_--.·N11p_on·Pi~~a· 
· · :3351!. Staie-st'. ·fflW23~ 
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S~ene from 'Hairy' Ape' 
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The Hair}' Ape:' An Experimental Experience 
..,.,.~ r. . h Hair in life is willfully played by Robert Michael 
. m the form of traditional theatre T e y 
· .... Ape. ~s Euge~e O'Neill wrote it would never. fit in. Woodyear. . This role is a tough .one, but he 
But Director James·. Lauricella's experimental manages to bring us with him on his relentless 
- . production of The· Hairy :Ape n~w playing at the journey through to moral destruction .. Yank's 
- Arena Theatre' in· the_· Dillingham _Center for mates on the ship provide for a rowdy expose of 
Perf6rining Arts through Saturday the 24th may what an industrial slave'.s life is really like with 
be -more· than just an entertaining hight at the pathetic yet robust portrayals. 
theatre.- It may shock your mind and disturb your O'Ne1ll's sense-'o( expressionism more perver-
emotions. . · sely escapes in the ·scenes when the bourgeois class 
-- are involved. Lauricella gives them totally stiff 
_- .,(_To say the pro_duction is realistic would be false fronts to occupy. The women wear white and 
unfair. For it combines-all the effects of' Avant all actions are grossly exagerated.Mildred played 
_ Garde expressionism. The·show brings you up from by Barbara Trunz, stunningly portrays everything 
the hot and cruel hell of a fireman's forecastle on an we would hate to see in ourselves. 
.oceanliner to a bustling Fifth Avenue &treetcorner On the whole, this production of The Hairy 
and back dowri to a not too real jungle of cells- in a Ape is different from any production I have yet to 
prison. see here at Ithaca and it is very, refreshing. The 
.. -·_;Music-Box The play's cha~acters each vividly express sound composed by John Bracewell is highly what their life is like in their own corners of tlie effective and complementary to the show. Every 
world. The-lead char:acter of Yank who comes to detail in this fine production proves to make a,n 
. believe himse~f as a hairy ape with n~ proper place experimental eve~ing into quite an experience . 
' 
· Ithaca College· student compo_sers·. Vocal and 
..;....;....;.. __ .;... _____________ --. 
Saturday, Apr. 24, noon. Nabenhauer Room, 
. Walter Ford Hall. Junior recital: Dorothy Porter, 
soprano, accompanied by Robert Serimale. Arias 
- and songs by Handel, Bae~, Faure, Schumann, 
- Adler. Free. - · 
Saturday,'Apr. 24, 1 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Student r~ital: William Packard, piano. Free. 
·- Saturday, Apr. 24, 2--p.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Fora Hall. Student recital: Susan Laurier, 
voice. Free. 
Saturday; Apr. 24, 3 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Junior recital:= Charles Davidson piano. Music by 
· Bach, Beethoven, Schubert. Free. 
Saturday, Apr. 24, 4 p.m. Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Student recital: Jennifer Hill, 
piano. Free, 
-- Saturday, Apr. 24, 7 p.m: Nabenhauer room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Joint student recital: ·Nancy 
-Veres and1Iiram Schear, piano. Music by Brahms, 
Debussy, Chopin, Beethoven, Prokofieff. Free. 
Sunday, Apr. 25, 1 p.m: Nabenhauer Room, 
Walter Ford Hall. Joint student recital: Jill 
instrumental works by John Hilliard, David.Jaffe, 
· Charles Roth, Michael Radlauer, Jerome Stone, 
· Dick Coffey, Julie I;udwig,_Michael Salmirs, James 
Thary. Free. · 
· Wednesday, Apr. 28, 7 p.m. Nabenhauer 
Room, Walter Ford Hall. St~dent recital: Mark 
Tomion, piano. Music by Debussy, Liszt, Chopin. 
Free. 
Wednesday, Apr. 28, 8:15 p.m. Walter For 
__ Hall. Ithaca College Women's Chorale and 
Madrigal Singers conducted by James· E. Porter-
field, Jr. Music by Caplet, Berlioz, Britten, 
Gibbons, Hassler. Free. 
Thursday; Apr. 29, 8:15 p.m. Nabenhauer 
Room, Walter Ford Hall. "Select ~ieces by the 
best Masters," a Bicentennial concert of 18th 
century music perfor_med by "The Muse's Delight": 
Elizabeth and Peter Hedrick, oboes and recorder; 
Mary Ann Cov:ert,'harpsichord; Scharmel Schrock, 
soprano; John Covert, natural horn: Edward 
Gobrecht, bassoon. -Free. 
DeCotiis and Dan Kleiman, piano. Free. 
Sunday, Apr. 25, 2 p.m. Walter Ford Hall. Jaines E. Porterfield, Jr .. wiil .conduct the 
Student recital: Kevin Cary, piano. Free." Ithaca College Women's Chorale ahd Madri~al 
~~ ·'Sunday, Apr: 25, ·:t p:m. Walter Ford Hall. Singers in a spring concert at the School of Music, 
Nabenhauer Room. Student recital: David Vogel, · w alter Ford Hall, on Wednesday evening, Apr. 28. 
The LC. Campus Theatre will present You're.a 
Good Man Charlie Brown in the Union Cafeteria o;n 
April 30, May 1, and May 2. The show will be 
directed by Aaron Lustig, choreographed by Jackie 
PPrcival, arid musically . directed by Karen 
Longwell. The cast· includes Rick Ford, Lois 
Stienberg, Sheperd Stern, Bill Cameron, Donna 
Wazmer, and Michael Hertzfeld. Admission at the 
do?r will be $1.00. 
Urie Bronfenbrenner, world-famous child 
development specialist, will spark_ discussion of 
"Growing Up · In America." Reactors will be 
Florence Hoard, Nora Soyring, and John Simons, 
representing high school classes of 1925 and 1976. 
It's happening Tuesday April 27 at. 8:00pm at 
Tompkins County Public Library. Another in the 
library's American Issues Forum series for the 
bicentennial. 
viola. Free.- '·' ' · · · ··'- ,·.. The public is invited to attend the 8:15 p.m,·event : · \ 
_._, · Sun:<Iay, Apr. 25, 4 p.m. Walter Ford H;all. free of charge. 
. Tired of the same old thing on TV and at the 
movies'! Try something different--films by 
independent upstate filmmakers. Skip Battaglia of 
White Ox-·Filn\s in Rochester will talk about the 
films, super-~ techniques and'equipment loan. Join 
us downstairs at the Public Library Tuesday April· 
20 at 7:30. Refreshments will be served. 
Stuaeii('recifal: 'Christine ltarhigh, voice: Free. The Women's Chorale will sing a Mass for 
· St!n_day; Apr. ?~,} p.rp,,, -~ab~~~!'-ue.(fl:oom,:.; ... three treble voice parts by A~dre .. 9apl~t. 
Waiter Fprd Hall._ Semor recital: J:eff:ey Patchen~ - . Accompanied by Charles Lord of,the music faculty, 
_alto and tenor s~ophones, accompanied by Laurie · the Chorale will sing two German ballads by Hector 
Conrad and Richard Hedges and instrumentalists. · Berlioz: Sarah in Bade (Victor Hugo) arid Ophelia'~ 
Music by Handel,. Glazunov, REilly, Van D~lden; .. Tod (Shakespeare}. · · 
Hartley. Free. . -- · · 
··Sunday, Apr, 25, 8:15p.m. Walter Ford Hall. 
Piano ensemble recital: Music for 4 and 8 hands by 
Mendelssohn, r>ebussy; Husa, Schumann; Brahms -
Liebeslieder Walzer. Free. . 
Monday,. Apr. 26, · 9-11 a.m. l'fabenhauer 
- . Room, Walter Ford · ;flail. - Ithaca College: guest 
lecturer, Dr. Horace Fitzpatrick: ~struments of . 
the ·Baroque and Classical orchest'ras and their 
effects on interpretation" and "A wind-player's 
view of performing authentically music of the 18th 
:and 19th centuries". Free. 
· Monday, Apr. 26, 4 p:m. Walter ford Hall. 
Dr. Horace Fitzpatrick: Lecture-demonstration on 
wind instrument technique of the 18th and 19th 
centuries and dernO'Dstration of .the hand horn. 
Free, 
Monday, Apr. 2§; 8:15 p.m. ·.Walter Ford Hall. 
Student chamber. music' concert. · Brahms Trio, 
_Absil Suite~ Q>pland Piano Quarter, Tcherepnin 
_., Kammer-Konzert. Free._ · . • 
Tuesi:lay, Api:. 27, 8:15 p.m. · Walt~r Ford Hall. 
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The ftlat,ra;il&lll,Jtl;li!.p ,..;1st -sdT 
' -Search· 
Com~ittee 
Forme.d 
A search committee has 
been formed to find a replace-
ment for former provost of 
Ithaca College, Frank Darrow. 
According to a sourse on the 
committee, "there is no informa-
tion to be released concerning 
applicants." 
An ad to fill the position ran 
twice in the,Chronicle of Higher 
Education. At that time, which 
was about two weeks ago, there 
was in excess of fifty applicant!!. 
None of the applications 
have been reviewed at this time. 
However, the search committee 
will sort through the applications 
beginning in the summer. A list 
of recommended candidates will 
he submitted to President Wha-
l<·n and the final decision is 
expected to be made at the end of 
the summer. 
~ .. Nominations 
!cont. from paqe 41 
and try to cause a positive 
change. If not these devil advo-
cates should keep their mouths 
shut. 
I hope that some students 
will re-evaluate their position on 
student officessand get out there 
and run. Further more I would 
like to see more students trying 
to find out who is running for 
what, with what ideas and get 
out on election day and express 
their RIGHT to vote in order 
that studt•nt elections can get out 
of the rut of being a farse. 
Sincerely, 
James Reirs 
Senior Bus. Adm. 
Sliateb"oflTding 
A'rea Restricted · 
By Lisa Leezenbaum 
Now that the snow has 
finally melted, the paths are. 
clear for the return of the 
skateboards.· So, come-on all of 
you skateboar~ jockeys, grab 
your steeds and head for the 
hills. But mind your skateboard-
ing etiquette because Ithaca 
-college Security has a few 
thoughts about the sport. · 
. ' I 
Presumably-for safety rea-· 
sons, Ithaca College Security has ·P_hoto by: Caryn Picker · . 
established a designat~d .area on -insurance i~ paid- up, n6 one 'can 
campus for skateboardmg. In an put a ticket on your skateboard. 
e3:>t-to-_west din;ction, skate.boa-· The City Clerk me'ntioned that 
r_dmg . 1s permitted from the under the public ~onduct section, 
reflectmg pool to Ford and baseball, football and other simi-
Te~tor H_all~. The Physical Edu- lar sports were only permitted in 
cation buJ!dmg and Job Hall are designated areas. 
the boundaries in the north-to-- When the Ithaca charter 
south direction. In addition, no was created, skateboarding was 
skateb~arding is allowed around not too popular. Even though 
the Umon or any of the dorms skateboarding has become extre-
and . r_oadways are definitely mely popular over the past few 
off-hm1ts.. . . years, the City has not made any 
W~o 1s Ithaca College trying. specific rulings about the sport. 
to provide safety for---the skate- It is doubtful that it would be 
boarders or the pedestrians? If ·appreciated if a skateboarder ran 
more than a handful of people over a little old lady or obstruc-
skateboard in the permitted area ted a sidewalk with his/her 
at the same time, a traffic jam vehicle, but still no specific rule 
and (more likely) a collision is exists about skateboarding .in 
liable to occur. If sKateboards Ithaca. 
v.:ere required to have directional It is rather odd that the City 
signals, horns, and brakes, then',.,. of Ithaca does not .bother the 
per~aps this one. legal skate~o- skateboarder and Ithaca College 
ardmg, area would be sat1s- does. An individual skateboards 
factory. at his/her own risk. If skatebo-
Ironically, the City of Ithaca arders are willing to maintain a 
does not _spe~ifi~ally mention certain level of safety among 
skatehoardmg m its rule book. themselves and the people aro-
Neither the charter, nor the und them, then they should be 
ordinances men~ion -anything ab- allowed to go :where they please~ 
out skateboardmg down Buffalo ,Besides, we.take even more risks 
Street as being illegal. It is not by crossing a street or drivjng a 
, advisable to try such a feat but if car and we do not think too much 
the coast is clear and your about that. 
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. [cont from page ~] __ 
· areas wliere a mastery of basic Teachers in . Speech Pathology 
skills is essentiaJ. Betty Onufrak·~!Ud initi_!illy some 
·Speech, Pathology Chairman faculty did view_ CBTE with 
~b!rt. B!11as sees CBTE ' ~ skepticism· for pr9fessional and 
"!evitable 1n Ne\V York and feels p~rsonal reason~ ··-since that 
hlS department has made good, time howe.ver slie says that the 
strides in developing their pro-.· working product the department 
gram .. "There are'adot.of.~ .has created, for CBTE has 
things ab_out it,'.' he .said, "it . eliminated just about all of 
I 
the 
seems to lDlprove the commruu- resistance to it. 
. cation · between ' teacher and Hamilton feels much of the 
student.· Students know· exactly: fear about CBTE is connected'to 
w~at is expected from them and· a iack of awareness about "what. it 
manner ~ .. which, th~y will be really .is. lf.e, is. hopeful that 
evaluated. . · : Saturday's conference will be 
Speakign of 'the' transition , able .to clear up· .the misconcep-
proeess. her department went tions that do exist over the 
through, Supervisor for ~tudent program. 
... Candidates 
· [cont. from page 9] 
Perhaps th~ . toughest race 
will be that for Student Trustee. 
The three people· running, Julia 
Stromsted, Michael Tukes and 
Judith Elia, agree on important 
issues. Although Judith was not 
there to represent ·herself. she 
did have someone read a state-
ment on h'er position. _ 
Questions dealing with ten-
ure, academic honors, the NFT 
system 'and budgetary matters 
were discussed back and forth 
with the candidates. Both Julia 
and Michael agree that tenure 
must be redefmed. Another 
important topic discussed dealt 
with.the rising cost of tuition and 
suggestions to save money. Julia 
expressed· the need for external 
resources and Michael suggested 
the idea of conservation on 
campus. Both of them, and 
Judith's· statement,' encouraged 
changing the academic grading 
system to bring back the D, but 
not the F, letter-grades. 
· The conference closed with a 
brief discussion about alternative 
tuition plan!l, _which would mean . 
different costs for different ma-
- jors.--Neither of the candidates 
· have given· the · matter much 
tt thought but ~that emphasis 
. should be put on professional 
schools, because they felt that 
this is the college's strength. 
/~ .. Evens 
(cont. from page 21 
If elected I will pursue the 
continuation of the Senior Sch-
olarship Endowment Drive. This 
scholarship helps . the seniors 
financially, who would otherwise 
'not be able to return to Ithaca 
College for their final year. The 
members of the Class of '76 
pledged $2258 to this years' 
senior fund making the drive the 
most successful in recent years 
and hopefully our class will do 
even better. 
I feel that I am well qualified 
for this positiqn and hav.e some 
great_party times in mind to get 
the class together. I would 
greatly appreciate your support 
on April 27th.If you're a senior 
please. vote; this· is your class .. I 
realize I don't know the-entire 
senior class but it's more import-
ant that I honestly care alot 
about it and about giving it some 
fresh ideas. I'm out to get all 
seniors to have a fantastic final 
year at Ithaca College .. 
Nancy Evens for' .. 
Senior Class 
President 
. . 
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oo.The New Deal 
[cont. from page· SJ 
stration work more closely and rather see: Action or just talk? 
efficently. There is alot of Remember you'll have no doubts 
constructive power among the with the New Deal 
students, we will put it all CHUCK RITER 1 · President of 
together. so to benefit our the Student' Body (x578) 
community. IRWIN 'SHEINER - V.P. of· 
· Vote for a party whose Campus Affairs (x581) 
members have proven themsel- JAMIE ROSS- V.P. of Commun-
ves al~ady not a party whose icatiops (x763) 
members.merely promise .. ½><'k DIANE GORICK . V.P. of 
at the evidence, .hear the/ev1de- Business and Finance (x762) 
nee, see the evide_nce and decide MARJORIE BROWN . V.P. of 
for yourself. Which would you Academic Affairs (x514) 
... The Open Door 
[cont. from pay~ SJ 
the administr~ion instead of the 
students. Contemporaries who 
stood with President Whalen 
against the Ithacan. 
The facts are hard to print 
when they are hidden from you. 
If questions don't get asked, 
nothing will happen. If a quiet 
inquiry is made, there will also 
be no results. To get answers the 
students must be heard. Dema-
nds must be made. No cannot be 
taken for an answer. President 
Whalen says he has 'nothing to 
apologize for'. An un-itemized 
budget that was given to the 
students the night of the com-
munity council meeting. 'an 
angry communtiy council beca-
use students came to find out 
what was happening to them. A 
newsman from the Ithaca Jour-
nal not allowed to be present. 
The president was apologetic 
over the fact that maybe I was 
too open too soon with informa-
tion .that wasn't quite clear 
enough'. Meaning what? That 
the early information didn't 
contain enough double-talk?. 
The president also doesn't 
want to 'waste his time' carrying 
on a battle with the Ithacan. 
Instead he lets his assistants 
handle it. As if it makes a 
difference. But one thing can and 
will make a difference. A group 
of students concerned enough 
about this school to get organized 
and do something. Someone to be 
that much needed mouthpiece for 
the student body. Someone to 
get into a position of power and 
fight to open doors· of the 
administration and give students 
a handle on the power which lies 
there in. 
By The Open Door Party-
candidates for the five executive 
board positions. Robert Taub, 
Jack Cuffari, John Nader, John 
Giordano and Bruce Holcomb. 
... Protest in President's Office 
Cont. from page 1 
confront the students who had 
filled his outer office. 
Referring to the wanted 
apology, "For me to apologize for 
something I did not do,no 
y/ay ..• because I didn't do any-
thing.I . realize that you have 
every right to participate and 
raise questions about lots of 
things.I think thats · good. I 
simply want to make it clear that 
there are no major differences 
among us about the budget 
confusion, "said Whalen. 
· The students,some stand-
ing,others sitting.listened intent 
ly ,hoping that the President 
would relieve their frustrations .. 
"At no· time did I purposely 
misrepresent to. the students;to 
the faculty.or to. the staff any-
thing abouf th~ ,l>Udget. There 
was confusion'.. We .were talking 
~t sev~ral differ~~~ budge-
~ .. t?!Jdgets doJ1~;\ruorm~~io~ pri-
-or to'them being comple\ed. We. 
. w~re talking abo\lt cuts, we were 
, talking about additions in salar· 
ies,"continued Whalen. 
- Several students asked 
, WHalen questions.a few made 
statemeµts,and requests. One 
student suggested -to Whalen 
that he hold an open meeting. 
This changed the emphasis' of the 
discussion away from the cont-
roversial handling of the budget. 
Demands from other stud-
ents about an open meeting 
ca1:1sed Whalen to suggest that 
everyone meet right then and 
there in a vacant room. Silver-
stein rejected the idea because 
he felt that the group at present 
was not united enough. 
Students pressed Whalen 
with their strong desire for a 
meeting some night soon and 
several made it clear that the 
meeting should not be held 
during finals week. Whalen said 
it would be arranged and he 
would notify the peolpe by 
Thursday;however,one hour lat-
er a press release was issued.gi-
ving the e,cact dates and times of 
the two open meetings. 
Editors Note:Tht1 Ithacan urged 
the President through Editorials 
several times . to meet with 
studen_ts in anopen meeting 
oJ,though no replies to this 
reque$t were ever sent. The 
1t1uu;an· is disturbed at the fact 
that . it· took 60 students to 
convinc~ the President to -make 
the time to communicate, which 
was of the utmost important(: 
good-news.~. 
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Ithacan lnq~irer 
By Cindy Schwartz_ Photos By Ginger Flook 
The Question: Does the warm weather change life 
on campus?" 
Jane Reichman, sophomore,His-
tory. "The Ithaca enviorment 
when the weather is nice calls for 
all play and no work." 
Jonathnn Laskowitz, Sociology 
Professor. "I think it changes 
alot particularly around finals 
time. It makes life very difficult. 
The work loads of faculty and 
students alike have to compete 
with the beautiful weather, and 
usually th~ weathe!' wins." 
Eric Amrine,sophomore, Gener- . 
al Studies "Defin'tel p · ll Dede Ketover,sophomore, S0c1-
• I y • es ec1a y I "Y . d f' 't l h 
when the sun is out it makes a . o ogy. es, it e mi e y c anges 
big difference. I think Ithaca t.he a~m.osphere on. campus. 
College is m'ade up of a bunch of Whe_n it 1s warm outside ev_ery-
sun worshippers." one 1s relaxed, '"'.or_k sometimes 
means less, and 1t 1s an all-aro-
Lisa "Cosmo" Shapolsky, fresh-
man, Biology ."Why certainly. 
Warm weather just increases my 
rate of procrastination." 
und happy atmosphere." 
James Reiss, senior, Business. 
"Warm weather definitely devi-
ates life on campus in terms of 
academics. Everytime I see 
sunny 80 degree weather the 
library empties out and every-
body hangs out. Good weather is 
bad for study habits especially at 
the end of the semester." 
TICKETS 
for the senior dinner dance· 
are only available 
throuah 'f RIDAV. APril 23! 
in the Off ice of campus Activities. Eebert Union 
$20 per couple saturdaY 1) may ! 
the.holida~ inn of ithaca 
OPen bar. 7:30 °·9:00 
dancina music 
ifJ>rov.ided bY ··Moondan,e~~ 
inquiri~: 
SharOIIHaas x3231J 
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1. C. Lacrosse Ithaca Nine 
~.u.st Regain Form For NCAA Berth Bombs Hobart 
over Alfred. The Bombers excel-
By Bob Marx 
. _led in all aspects of the game; Our baseball Bombers had 
. they showed capable goal-tend- some fun and games this Easter 
ill\{, solid defense, smooth midfi- Sunday as they scored practical-
. eld and a. potent. attack. John ly at wilJ and buried Hartwick 9-1 
Mouradian, "Bimbo" Harris and and 11-3 at Freeman Field. The 
.Jack He'n'ry scored early to· get · party began in the very ,first 
~I.C. off to a quick start. Tigh~.. inning of game· one as Ithaca 
defense by Allen Howell, pushed across two runs with the 
· Pete Auyer, and Jon Hiseman, help of Pee Wee Van Remmen's 
and slick midfield work helped triple to right. He gained his 
the Bombers coast to a com- second RBI in the third as the 
manding triumph. Bombers took. a 4:0 lead, and 
Photo by: Frank Sellers 
By J. W. Kool 
group, the Bombers defeated 
As the I.C. lacrosse team Oswego 14-11, in their Monday 
enter~ the crucial part of their· afternoon confrontation. Don -
seheduh.•, playing five games in Egan (six goals), John Mourad-
spven days, the teams playoff ian(four), and Kevin "Bimbo" 
chances appear to be question- Harris (four) scored all the I.C. 
ahlt•. Losing two of its first six goals and proved that they are 
games, the, Bombers must tight- one of the most explosive College 
en up their over-all play and Division attack units in the 
regain the winning spirit that Nation. Down 9-3 at half-time, 
th<•.v demonstrated during the the Bombers combined crisp 
spring scrimmages in Florida, if midfield play and smooth goal--
the team is to make a serious bid tending by newcomer Steve 
· for a spot in the NCAA Division Allison, to turn the game around. 
II-Ill playoffs. 
After a crushing 9-4 loss to 
an inexperienced Geneseo squad, 
I.C. rebounded with two victo·r-
il'S. Led by its exceptional attack 
As a public service, Power 
, . Play returns for jts se45onal 
sports predictions. Following in 
the footsteps of my other predic-
tions such as Oakland will win 
the Superbowl and the K.C. 
Kings will take the NBA Mid-
west titlt•,,I have returned. The 
lucky sport this time is baseball, 
thl· one I feel I know the best. 
Anything is better than picking 
thf' NY Jets for second.right? 
OK.Mr Sports Editor I once 
again stick my neck out: 
Over in the American 
LPague I see three races this 
Yl'ar, lht• East, West and Veeck 
~s. Finlt•y. First in the East, it 
s('ems lo me the outcome of the 
race depends on where you come 
from. Beantown fans say, "They 
won it last year and now they've 
got Ferguson Jenkins. "Bird 
Rant<'rs chirp, "Once Reggie gets 
here we'll wipe up." New York-
l'rs expect a winner! When I 
asked one fan if the Yankees. 
Motivated by the spirited 
come-from-behind win over Os-
wego, the team continued its 
winning ways Wednesday, with 
an impressive 14 to 4 victory 
would win it he said, "Sure, but 
then again fve said that the last 
six years." Clevelanders are 
Cavalier crazy right now altho-'· 
ugh they expect big things from 
their Indians. Milwaukee has a 
new manager and last years first 
half to look back at. Detroit is 
still there and no matter what 
the_ Tigers do, it will still be 
there. They can only go up. 
Prediction: Short hair won't 
help the Yankees. The Washing-
ton Senators won't win it this 
year either. 
Checking out the American 
Lt>ague West race I forsee one. 
big problem. Will the While Sox 
bruise their knees in Hot Pants? 
A's fans called Charlie Finley, "a 
jackass" (no relation to his mule 
Charlif:' 0.) for trading of Reggie 
Jackson. Time will prove Charlie 
a shrewd trader and the Swing-
ing A's will win and fight again. 
If not this year, then next_. 
_Kansas City will challenge the 
The victory over Alfred centerfielder Pete Crandall chip-
proved that the I.C. lacrosse ped in with a solo homerun to 
team can be powerful, especially, lead off the fifth. -
when they recieve a strong effort 
from all of their units. The team 
has seemingly lived up to Coach 
Bill Ware's expectations; the. 
attack has scored goals, the 
defense and goal-tending has 
been stingey and the midfield 
had been inconsistant. The latter 
group's performance in the nest 
· five games (especially against 
Cortland and Hobart, teams that 
LC. must defeat) will probably 
determine the entire team's 
destiny. If the middies, led by 
. Jack Henry. and freshmen "Ap-
ps" Kinnan, Tom Mackleer, and 
Pat Healy, can continue the fine 
play that ~hey displayed in the 
Bomber's last two games, then 
the final half of their season could 
be very interesting. 
Future Home Games: I.C. vs .. 
Cortland-Wednesday, April 28 
(3:00) I.C. vs. Clarkson-Friday, 
April 30 (3:00) 
A's.All K.C. fans would like to 
get Charlie, for the trouble he 
caused when the A's were in 
Kansas City. Texas, California 
and Minnesota will be there 
giving it their best. The windy 
city may not have a full fledged 
contender yet but Bill Veeck is 
back. Now for race number 
three. 
Bill Veeck vs. Charlie F.inley. 
For 'the last fifteen years Charlie 
has been baseball's premier 
showman. The man he succeeded 
as the diamond's 
P.T. Barnum is back. Charlie, 
watch out! You may have the 
mule and orange baseball but you 
don't .have Hot P~nts, funerals 
and midgets at the ballpark. It 
shouid be a close ·and 'interesting 
race. Because of experience I 
give this one to Veeck. The 
question is, is a 15 year retire-
ment too much? Not for Veeck, 
watch the hea.dlines. 
centinued on pg. 12 
"The coach told me to look 
more for the fastball," said 
Crandall, who played with -a, 
bandaged left hand, "and I got 
one and' jumped on it." 
QUESTION ONE: Name the 
National League player to have 
the most hits in one nine inning 
game. · 
QUESTION TWO: Name the 
major league record holder who 
holds this record: Most runs 
batted in a doubleheader. 
QUESTION THREE: Three 
modern day pitchers have struck 
out nineteen- play,m in a nine 
inning game .. (HINT: Two in NL 
and one in AL) 
QUESTION FOUR: Within the 
last year, a player grounded into 
four double play in four 
consecutive plate apperances in 
one game. Name the player. 
QUESTION FIVE: Also, within 
the last year a player stole five 
bases in one game. Name the 
player. 
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Not when you play INDOORS 
Now . 
Scott Ashbaugh pitched an-
other. strong game for the 
Bobmers, allowing just 6 hits in 
registering his third victory of 
the spring. The lone Hartwick 
run came in the 6th on a homerun 
off the bat of catcher Bill 
Sylvan\c. 
With Steffen and Small still 
sidelined with injuries, freshman 
Ashbaugh has taken over as the 
ace of the squad; 
"I still ·reel that Karl and 
Skip are the number one and two 
pitchers on the team." admitted 
· Asbbaugh,"Ifthey were healthy, 
they'd be the guys called on, noL 
rne." 
All but'one Bomber had a hit 
. in the contest, which lasted only 
seven innings according to NC-
AA doubleheader rules. The 
seven-inning limit proved to be a 
blessing to Hartwick, as it saved 
them the embarrassment of two 
extra frames in each game . 
The second mismatch picked 
up where the first Jet off, with 
the Bombers marching the bases. 
After a · lone Hartwick run, 
Crandall led off with a walk and 
sc,lmpered to third on a wild 
pickoff attempt. Whittemore and 
Onisk walked to load the bases, 
and after a sacrifice fly by Welch, 
Van Remmen took four balls to 
re-load the· bags. Paul Mezza 
smacked the first.. Bomber hit to 
drive home Whittemore, and 
D.H. Gary Bucci singled in, two 
more -runs. After a couple of 
Hartwick errors, Crandall and 
Whittemore singled in runs 
before the starting hurler took 
an early shower. The new 
pitcher was promptly greeted 
with an Onisk single and a 
Welch triple on a misplayed 
rainbow to right. Wpen the dust. 
had cleared, J.C. had a 10-1 lead 
after one· inning,, and the large 
Easter crowd made an early exit 
for the gates: 
Ithaca starter Jay Sheehan 
was yanked after just three 
innings, with Scott Colton and 
Jeff Frew pitching one each and 
Gavin Russo mopping up. The 
presence of Russo, a non-roster 
pitcher, cast a shadow of doubt 
over the availability of I.C.'s two 
woimded ducks. Steffen's . sore 
elbow and Small's sore shoulder· 
will not stop the Bombers from 
gaining an NCAA bid, but their 
quick recoveries may lead C-arp 
. W oo<l to hi~ first championship 
· squad eve!'.: · · 
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CrewR-ows ... Response to Rape 
Past Marietta (cont. from page 5] many theorists point out, rape is 
merely a caricature or exaggera-
tion, 'or ·even a paradigm, of 
so-called normal sexual relations. 
Furthermore, there are count-
less instances. of ·"rape" which 
occur daily and which are consid-
ered perfectly acceptable · and 
even "progressive": the mind--
rape of pornography , the 
vicarious rape of movie rape 
scenes, and the rape of wives by 
their husbands which is consid-
ered legal, no matter how 
frequent, forcible or brutal. . 
bars, or even driving at all. In a 
similar way last week's article, 
and so many ofrers like it, 
implied that the burden of 
prevention was on women, an 
idea which is accepted only, I 
believe, because it applies to 
women, who have always been 
made to carry the burdens 
imposed by the double standal;'d 
and male excess, to adjust to 
male expe_ctations and to blame 
themselves. 
social conditions which encour-
age if not produce rape, In that 
connection I would like to 
recommend a film which is being 
shown tonight (Thrusday) in 
Crossroadsl, at 8 p.m., entitiled 
"RAPE Culture", which address-
es itself to social bases of rape. 
The film is free and open to the 
public, and the I.C. community is 
encouraged to attend. I also refer 
the reader to several excellent 
written analyses of rape: Susan 
Griffin, "Rape: The All-Ameri-
can Crime," Ramparts, Septem-
ber, 1971; Angela Davis, "The 
Dialectics of Rape," Ms. Maga-
zine, June, 1975: Susan Brown-
miller, Against our Will, a 
recently published thorough his-
tory of the institution of rape. 
By George Goodman 
The Ithaca College Varsity 
Crew team travelled to Marietta, 
Ohio, where they surprised 
previously undefeated Marietta 
College. The victory brought 
their record to 3-0. · 
Ithaca College was victor-
ious in three of. the five events 
an~won the Tallman Cup. The 
freshman and JV heavyweights 
were the two losers. The Varsity 
lightweights won by 1 and 3/4 
lengths, and the JV lightweights 
won easily. The varsity· heavy-
weights were ahead by one 
Photo By: Ed Alpern 
length halfway through their 
. meet, Marietta made a str~ng 
comeback but the Bombers held 
on and won by half a length. 
The ,win avenged an earlier 
victory by Marietta down south 
about a month ago. The 
Bombers travel to Philadelphia 
on Saturday to compete for the 
Keer Cup Regatta championship. 
The women's crew club won 
its match on -·Saturday also. -
After the 1000 meter race, the 
female Bombers were ahead by 3 
and a half lengths. The women 
travelled at a time of 3:28:0. 
5) Rape is a social disease. 
According to Susan Griffin, 
"rape is the most frequently 
committed violent crime in Ame-
rica today" and it is on the 
increase. Although an individual 
' act, rape is as much a negative 
social phenomenon as, say, dru-
nk driving. In fact, this analogy 
~ instructive. I doubt if anyone 
would stand for the premise that 
because d_runken driving is so 
common, all sober citizens should 
drive 20 mph in order to foresee 
potential accidents, avoid driving 
on weekend nights, driving near 
6) Rape is preventible. Since 
it is a social and political 
instituaion, rape can be prevent-
ed only through a commitment 
by society as a whole to 
terminating this abuse of male 
privilege and the conditions 
which support it. Some things 
which will help in that direction 
are: a) changing laws so _ that 
rapists are more easily prose-
cuted and brought to justice; b) 
teaching women to stand up for 
ourselves and teaching us that 
we have the fight to fight back, 
as · was declared in the recent 
court case of Joanne Little; c) 
educating the pub!ic . about the 
Suspect Arrested 
In Rape Case 
By Jon Choate 
A local· man was arrested last Saturday in 
conjunction with the rape of an LC. co-ed on April 
7. 
Charlotte Cohen 
instructor. ens 
s\JMM.:R ROUND TRIP 
. , ... Good Times Party David C. Woodard, 26, of the Sandy Creek Trailer Park, has been charged with rape in the 
first degree and faces a maximum sentence of 25 
years in convicted. 
!'liEW YORK TO LONDON 
continued 
Prediction: The Seattle Pi-
lots will not be a factor in the 
race .. 
I 
.I 
- In the National League's 
Eastern Division there are two 
rookie managers, two very con-
fident Pennsylvania cities, and 
two guys who strikeout and hit 
home runs. Philadelphia e,pects 
to win it for the bicentennial; 
Pittsburgh expects to win it_ out 
of habit. · St. Louis is always 
tough; The Mets can't hit or run. 
Phil Wrigley is up against Bill 
Veeck and the only thing Mont-
real · expects is the Olympics, if 
even that! 
Prediction: Philadelphia will 
not celebrate· the bicentennial by 
playing .200 ball. 
The West can be summed up 
in three words, Big Red Mach-
ine. The giants have· been 
reborn, the Braves resurrected 
and Los Angeles is sinking fast 
, on the field. (No, there wasn't an 
earthquake) The ·Astros w.ill not 
take off and the Padres operation 
will still be ·a Kroc. 
-Prediction: Baseball will ha-
ve a banner year steppign off the 
courts. to play_ ball. 
Ok, Mr. Sp~rts ~ditor there you 
have it ·my predictions arid this 
time I didn't stick my .neck out; 
. . ,. . - . 
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!cont. from page 2] 
The Good Times Party hopes to 
provide a number of ·social 
activities,such as,free beers for 
seniors after football games.a 
senior class picnic,dances,and a 
prom,if these ideas are accepted 
by the Class.as well as additional 
social activities: 
5. We would also like to reinstate 
the senior discount booklet.whi-
ch reduces prices for seniors, 
from downtown merchants. 
, According to Detective Ed Fowler of the 
Sheriffs Dept., a description. of Woodard's car 
given by the victim led to his arrest: Fowler stated 
that he was travelling on N. Aurora St. on April 17, 
when he spotted the suspect's car going in the 
opposite direction. 
A check" of the license plate number revealed 
Woodard's 11ddress. The victim was then taken by 
Fowler and Detective Ted Merritt to Woodard's 
residence where she positively identified the 
vehicle. 
·w oodard is currently out on bail. 
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.40036 GUERTIN 
40309 MARX 
41066 DONNELLY 
41709 BORDONARO 
41818 .HERRMANN 
41819 HOAGLAND 
41826 REIS 
41846 PAMELA 
41~58 EILEEN 
41953 MEZZA 
41957 BIBIK 
41963 ECKHARDT 
41990 NEWELL 
41992 SHULL 
42031-COCKAYNE 
42068 HERB 
42085 SHULMAN 
42089 STICH 
42107 HOLZBEIRLEIN 
42124 YOUNG 
42131 LEPRE 
42142 GRUPE 
42190 DOOM 
42202 ANDREA 
42209 BINDER 
42224·MAHON 
- 42226 MCCLELLAND 
42230 OAKLEY 
42250 KERSTNER 
42272 KLEIN 
42280 ROTH 
42294 CLONAN 
42333 ALLEN 
42345 DAMONE 
42357 HANSEN 
42367 LATTER 
42417 BRAUTH 
42423 DEUTSCH 
42425 DOYLE 
42452 SMERIGLIO 
42460 ANFITEATRO 
42472 KRAMER 
42473 KSIEZAK 
42478 NICOLATO 
42490 BERTSCHE 
42496 CHIOCCHI 
42507 HOFFMAN 
42514 MARGULES 
42522 SHONKOFF 
42524 SIEGEL 
42561 HARGRAVE 
42582 ROSS 
42638 HARTENSTEIN 
42642 HORSMAN 
42659 ROBERTS 
42660 
42660 ROBERTS 
42680 BARR 
42740 LEE 
42757 STROUSSE 
42814 GLATTHAAR 
42815 GREEN 
42838 OKEEFFE 
42848 REVELLI 
42329 RODGERS 
42869 WINES 
42894 C0!,.IZENS 
42913 MAUER 
42955 ROGERS 
42980 GOSHGARIAN 
42995 MARZELL 
43001 BENSEN 
43002 BUCHER 
43010 GOLDBERG 
·. 43017 NURNEY 
• 43022 SHIELDS 
. 43062 MAERCKLEIN . 
'' 43088 HEDGES 
:·' 43113 FUNNELL 
l. 43115' BILIK 
•
1
• 43264 WHISHER 
' 43280 NORGEOT 
43738 HARE 
43768 BA~TON 
43811 BU[SSEL 
43820 MORGAN 
43848 GRE~_!IIZEIG · 
43852 WINSHIP 
43881 HORSMAN 
43889 MOTTLEY 
43952 ANSCOMBE 
. 44012 EASTBURN 
,· 44014.NiPPES 
-. , 44058 COULTER 
44067 MORSE 
:44108 PRIESTER 
441.14 SIEG.EL· 
\ 
. _, 
Landon Hall basement. · Books will al_so be available 
for anyone else interested, iric1u·c1ng a lot of.seniors. 
44150 RAUTIO 
44164 BOREK 
44165 BYRNE 
44191 LQVEJOY 
44204 ROBERTS 
44210 TIPTON 
~4249 LERNER 
44268 CORNELL 
44282 IREY 
44305 STURM 
44309 WILSON 
44311 WERNER 
44312 WOLF 
44324 COMPO 
44325 CRANDALL 
44409 WYNN 
44425 BOOTH 
· 44427 CAHARACK 
44429 CLAYTON 
44442 FRANK 
'44452 HANS 
44463 KOLE 
44516 TOWSLEY 
44524 MCCORMACK 
44535 CALTABIANO 
44546 GRUBER . 
44568 SCHEFERS 
44597 COWAN 
44601 GOTTESMAN 
44602 GREENE 
44604 HAINES 
44638 SMYTHE 
44665 HOLLAND 
44673 LEVINE 
44685 ROTHENBERG 
44736 HALLIWELL 
44749 LAFF 
44758 MILLER 
44769 RAHN 
44776 SCHACK 
44779 SCHOEN 
44783 SILVER 
44784 SMITH 
44804 COOPER 
44921 LAVINE 
44925 LEVINE 
44942 PEARCE 
44980 BANFIELD 
45029 MUSCOLINO 
45031 PAC>.1...__UCCI 
45041 SARNO 
45047 STEELE 
45052 THALHEIM 
45076 BOGEL 
45149 MCCASKILL 
45188 WILLIAMS 
45211 DEPALMA 
45263 OTIS 
45319 ASHER 
45322 CARSON 
45351 DEMAR 
45365 GROSSO 
45390 EDWARDS 
45408 HOMA 
45492 KELLOGG 
45517 ROCKEFELLER 
45884 PITZER 
46073 HUTSICK 
46186 SCOTT 
'46339 UBERSAX 
46360 RYAN 
.-16361 SAVAGO 
46370 VfTA 
46374 BLUM 
4642:3 MAYER 
46469 RUo'OFKER 
:46,505 Rl::.AMS 
46506 RIC-HMOND 
. 46548. LARAJA 
-- 46589 BARC;>_NE 
.. 46634 rv!E'NDL 
'4666 WYLEGALA-· 
·. 46696 POPE - . 
_,45723 ELIA 
46764 SCHIFF 
-45775 THOMASON 
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47276 KOEHLER 
47299 COCHRAN 
47356 MURRAY 
47479_ BIANCHI 
47491 CRUICE 
47410 PETRIZZO 
47425 TUTTLEMAN 
47481 ANDERSON 
47501 COSTA 
47623 BALUSTEIN 
47626 HALPERN 
47672 <;:LARK 
47713 STING! · 
47795 PORTER! 
47904 DAVIDSON-
47967 FAY 
47984 CRAST-
48003 GONZALEZ 
48005 WILDER 
48012 LEVINE 
48039 BARRETT 
48046 HARRIS 
48067 ROBINSON 
48073 YOUNG 
48131 CARSON 
48133 DEAN-
48139 GOLDSTEIN 
48146 SIEGEL 
48147 STILLSON 
48148 WILKENFELD 
48168 CARTER 
48167 BUTLER 
48169 GLUCKSTEIN 
48173 ROBERTS 
48193 RUPPEL 
48216 ELOW 
48127 FRANKOWSKI 
48233 KUNIANSKY 
,48241 SMITH 
48254 EPSTEIN. 
48244 GOFF 
48263 REYNOLDS _ 
48265 SIMON 
48267 WIERINGA 
48271 FRANCE 
48278 KNIPSEL 
48287 SCHRECKINGER 
48293 TAYLOR 
48320 PEARL 
48324 RANCE 
48326 RISCH 
48330 ST ANTON 
48339 BERNBAUM 
48348 CURRIER 
48366 MOORE 
48372 PICKER 
48384 VANWARNER _ 
483~2 BENEDICT 
48397 BRUM ET 
48422 SIMON 
48428 WYGAND 
48~35' 80010 . 
48442 'GREENE 
.-48451 LIPTON 
484:!,>2, MAXCY 
4845~ MILLER 
· 48463'SIMM0_NS. 
48467 ALLEN 
48479 :DEVEREAUX 
48483 SPONABLE 
48489·CLAPP· 
48495 ELLIS_ 
· ~ 48498. GOTT.fl EB 
· :.48506.'LARSEN_ 
4851 J NICf-lOLSON 
413512 PHIPPEN 
48514. ROLIN-SEVILLE 
48515 SCHOLB.ERG .. 
~8521 :VICTOR ; 
48535 -GREEN · 
48537 HAAS ~---
48555 COLEMAN 
48558 KALLMAN 
. ---. 48570:PRITZK"ER 
. · '48578 'TUNICK 
48586- ROMANO 
.--,• 
---~ 
48617 GOULD 
48618 HALLOCK 
48619 HARTE 
48620 HAUEfENSTOC __ 
48621 HICKS . 
48623 HOOSER 
48627 KAHAN , 
48628 KALVAITIS 
486'42 OLIN 
48655 OTEERO 
48675 DENIGRIS 
48676 OORWART .,.. 
48695 ONEILL·-
48708 SPENCER 
48709 STEPHAN 
48720 APPEL 
48730 BRONSTEJN 
48742 ENOTER -
48855 FERON 
48862 HOPP~R 
48863 FEE -
48865-JOHNSON 
<i8866 KATZ 
48867 KUSHINKSY 
48872 PROCTER 
48873 REMY 
48876 ROSE __ 
48877 ROSENSHEIN 
48884 THROOP 
48903 CAM ERON 
48924 GOLDMAN 
48929 HABER 
48932 HICKMAN 
48936 HURWITZ 
48941_LEW1S 
48942 LOCKWOOD 
48945 MACKLER 
487$9 GROFF 
48769 INGALLS 
48776 LITVACK 
48777 LOCKWOOD 
4Q778 LOWELL 
48_779 LUCE 
48799 RU.SKIN 
48811-nSHLER 
48816 WILLEN.BROCK 
48824-A~ TMAN 
48826 BRETTSCHNEIDER 
48830 GERRISH 
48837 MULVEE 
48840 PORTEN 
48843 SELLERS 
48849 DAVIS-
48954, MCNAIR 
48963 PREUSCH 
48966 RIVERS 
48978 STRAUSS· 
48990 WESTERHOLD 
489~2 WHITTAKER 
48996 C~AIG 
48997 PASHK.OW 
48998-JONES 
49024 MURPHY 
49031 SLMER 
49033 STERN 
-49034 SYKEN 
49039 WAITE 
49041 ALLISON 
49059 FELDMAN 
49062 GALAi-lER 
49064 GOODWIN 
49068 KRESHI::~-
- 49070 LIEBERMAN 
49076 PF_EIFFER 
4908 l ROS~NBERG 
· 49082 RU_SSELL 
49108~GREENBERG · 
4!1113 HASLETT 
49122 MARCH-
49123.MERRILL 
49129 ROBERTS 
49130 SCHLUSSLER 
--49134-ST ~RR 
49135 UNKLES 
49147 Bl;:Et:<LEY 
49150 eucKNALL 
49t'59 ·COUGHLIN-
. 49167 FAY 
49172 FREED 
49210 MYERS. 
49212 NICHOLS 
49214 PERLMAN 
49219 REYDEL ·. 
49231 SOLLITTO 
--. 49232 SPOHRER 
492:33 STEVENSON 
49249 AHLERS · 
49252 BAGNARDI 
49?53 BALL 
49258 C_AF?LAN 
49259 COLLINS 
49284 MILLER· 
49291 PROCHASKA 
49293 ROBINSON 
49295 SCHNEEBERG 
49306 WEBER 
49311 BAKER 
49538 PALMER 
49368 RAND-, . . 
49380 'tHOtl/f PSON 
49386 WHITAKER 
49388 -WILS(_)N 
49399 AND,ERSON 
49400 BILODEAU · 
4940~ BURNHAM 
4940$ FARKAS 
40409 FENTON 
494 l-2-!;UERTIN 
49415 HANDLER 
49423 KINGMAN 
49437 MU ELLER 
49438 NASH 
49440 RANO 
49449 SNIDER 
49465 ARCIDIACONO 
-49473 CONNAL 
49416 DOOLEY . 
49478 EATON 
49484 HEALY 
49486 HINELINE 
49487 HOOKANSON 
49489 KATZ 
49?J8 TANZER 
49522 WALSH ·,.· 
49525 GATES ' 
49537-DEUITCH 
49564 GAY-
49566 KIRSCHNER 
49612 OSBORNE 
4962~ KIRBY" 
49629 PETERSEN 
---- 49-632 WENDY :_. 
· 49641 KOSSOVE 
49672 CHER'KAS 
49697 "'ICOSON 
49698 POTOLSKY--
49~H e·EM1s 
49712 BE'(._DA 
. 49721 THEIS 
49763 PAOLUCCI 
49838 H~RRIS -
49848 PROSSER· 
4988~ BORN 
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